Terms of business
A 25% deposit is payable upon completion of the booking forms. The balance is paid upon
delivery of the preview album/prints (usually 2-3 weeks after the wedding).
The Main Album
This can be chosen at the time of booking to safeguard manufacturer’s changes, or the
choice can be made when you have chosen which photos are to go in the album. All albums
are boxed, and can include a calligraphed title page for £75. Please note that some albums
may not be available to accomodate the print sizes you requested.

Paul Harness BSc (Hons) LBIPP DipM
Professional wedding photography

Extra photos / pages in album (traditional albums)
Should you wish to have extra photos or pages included in the album more than those
ordered at the time of booking, (say 40 instead of 36), just add on the additional price of the
appropriate package. For individual leaves (2 photos), prices are;
5”x4” & 7”x5”; £25
8”x6”; £30
10”x8”; £35
Parents’ albums (traditional & image / magazine book style)
No. of prints; 24
30
36
40
Size; 5”x4” £330 £345 £355 £370
7”x5” £345 £365 £380 £400
8”x6” £415 £450 £490 £525
10”x8” £540 £595 £640 £680
Discounts available if ordered prior to the wedding and according to numbers ordered.
Reprints
Sizes depend on film format used. Mounts and frames are from a standard range, although a
very wide variety can be arranged.
Unmounted

Mounted

7”x5”

£6.00

£9.00

8/9”x6”

£9.00

£11.00

10/12”x8”

£11.00

£15.00

12/15”x10”

£19.00

£60.00

16/18”x12”

£37.00

£85.00

20/24”x16”

£50.00

£120.00

30”x20”

£65.00

£P.O.A.

Framed

£50.00

Sizes
Sizes vary due to film or image type and are approximate.
Variation
Prices, sizes etc. may vary without notice.
VAT
VAT is included in all the above prices at the prevailing rate. Should the rate of VAT change,
prices will vary accordingly.

VAT Reg. No. 856 5507 00
Printed on recycled paper using re-used ink cartridges

41 Pondfields Drive, Kippax, Leeds LS25 7HJ U.K.
Tel. 0113 286 0909, mobile 07970 480396
Website; www.weddingpix.org Email; paul@weddingpix.org

Quality
By booking with an experienced, professional wedding photographer, you are assured that
your day will run more smoothly, and that greater care and attention will be paid to every
aspect of the photography.
Photos are usually taken on professional high resolution digital cameras which allow
enlargements of greater size and quality than “consumer” models.
Several services can now be arranged online, including viewing your photos; see my website.

Packages
Please read the enclosed sheet for prices, further details and images.
Expressions album (“coffee table style”) by G F Smith & RDW
A contemporary feel “magazine / coffee-table” style bookbound album with montaged
images printed over a double page spread, 15-40 montages in an album. Main album
sizes are A4, 14”x10” and A3, with additional smaller albums available for parents and
guests. A package for the truly creative. A designer option allows additional graphic
elements / page design.

Please ring the number on the cover to arrange to see a portfolio of photos and discuss your
requirements as each wedding is different.
I have full insurance cover.
Coverage
I will cover the day, from the bride’s leaving address (extra cost for economy packages),
through the ceremony, to the reception, up to a “cake cutting” photo prior to the meal. Additional coverage (eg. for the evening) is £50 per hour thereafter. Photos will include a wide
coverage, many formal but also informal (reportage) photos. The scenery at the wedding and
reception venue will determine where the majority of photos are taken (as will the weather!).
Approximately 150-500 photos to choose from depending on the package booked. Should
you think of any unusual photos you’d like taking, feel free to write a list. Your relatives may
also want to add to this list. Please make sure I get this list before the day.
Reportage / candid & traditional photographs
In every package I usually take a good selection of “reportage”/ informal / candid photos as
well as the traditional formal style photos. If you wish the proportion of these to be increased,
please let me know.
Online
Your wedding photos can be viewed online via my website within days of the wedding (even
while you are on honeymoon!), and reprints, enlargements etc ordered by you and your
guests. This service is FREE
Black & White / Sepia / monochrome
Digital images can be printed as colour or B&W / sepia. This is FREE.
Retouching / image manipulation / enhancement of photographs
With the latest technology, a vast range of work can be done on photographs, from simple
“eye opening”, to spot colour (see example on front colour); the range is only limited by imagination. Cost of any manipulation work; £50 per hour.
Disks of images
I can also provide a disk of all the images in addition to any album chosen. This can be in the
form of a slideshow to music or as individual high resolution images (£195).
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Reportage albums by G F Smith
A range of formal and reportage / candid photos mounted in an album with a wide variety
of overlay choices which allow you to be creative with the layout, or use a montage of
photos Print sizes vary from 5”x3” to 12”x8”, from 1 to 6 photos in colour or B&W on a
page. Gives you great flexibility.
Image books / magazine style
Full page digital prints in a stylish hardback album; prints are either one complete image
printed over a single page, or can also be a montage of images in one print on a page. A
good alternative to the Expressions album, for the more budget conscious.
Standard / traditional albums by G F Smith & Middlewall
A range of “Standard / traditional” albums (including some leather albums) with 8”x6” or
10”x8” prints suitable as a main album or 5”x4” & 7”x5” (suitable for smaller weddings/
registry offices) prints. (Some albums are additional cost).
Luxury
Up to 50 prints in a choice of ANY of the albums in the range (including those at extra
cost). Price; £1295 (10"x8") or £975 (8"x6"). (This package could save you up to 5%
compared to the individual prices).
The Absolute Package
Choice of ANY album, (including those at extra cost) including up to 50 10"x8" prints, two
parents’ albums each containing 36 5"x4" prints and one 15"x10" framed print. Price
£1850. (This package could save you up to 10% in comparison with the costs for individual items).
Eco-friendly
Several fair-trade and recycled material albums are available; prices and sizes as 5”x4”,
7”x5” & 8”x6” standard albums.
Photobooks
US letter sized album with images printed directly onto the page, with several album
colours available and 20-50 pages of from 1-6 images per page. Stylish but economic.
Digital image picture frames
A modern stylish alternative to an album. Play slideshows of you wedding images on
your mantelpiece. Can be bought as a main package (£550), or and an additional extra
to another package (£190).
Unmounted prints
Prints without an album, in a variety of sizes.
7”x5”
9”x6”
24 prints
£450
£495
30 prints
£470
£520
36 prints
£490
£545

12”x8”
£625
£655
£685

Images only
Digital images in either high resolution JPEG format or a slideshow on disk.

Paul Harness; photography package prices 2011/12
(Please read in conjunction with my main leaflet)
* Only when bought as a secondary
album alongside main albums

Expressions albums by G F Smith
A new contemporary feel
bookbound album with
montaged images over a
double page spread.
Main album sizes are A3,
14”x10” and A4, with A5
parent and small guest
books available.
Main album from 30-80
pages (15-40 double
page spreads). Photos in
colour , sepia or B&W (or
a combination) . Design
option available.

A4

Size;

14”x10”

A3

A5*

Guestbook*
(pack of 4)

No. of double pages
15

£995

£1195

£1295

£250

£250

20

£1195

£1295

£1395

£250

£250

30

£1295

£1395

£1495

£250

£250

40

£1395

£1495

£1595

£250

£250

“Designer”

+ £200

+ £250

+ £300

Reportage albums by G F Smith
A range of postbound and bookbound albums with photos ranging in size and number on each page. From one 12”x8” print to six
5”x3.5” prints on a page or a montage, these albums offer a great deal in terms of your own creativity. You choose the layout of
each page with a wide range of overlays to choose from. Please see my website for the range of albums available.
No. of pages;

20

30

40

50

Bookbound album:

£1050

£1200

£1300

£1400

Postbound album;

£995

£1050

£1100

£1200

Image books / magazine style albums
A cheaper alternative to the Expressions album, but retaining the contemporary magazine / coffee table style feel. Full page prints of either complete photographs in colour or B&W or alternatively each print can be a montage of photographs. Presented in a stylish hardback album with a wide range of covers including leather, metal, wood and acrylic. Smaller 7”x5” or 5”x4” second albums available.
Size of page / print;

16”x12”

12”x8” or A4

10”x8”

8”x6”

20

£1195

£895

£800

£650

30

£1295

£995

£900

£750

No. of pages;

Traditional / standard albums by G F Smith & Middlewall
A wide range of traditional postbound albums in a variety of sizes, with each page containing a print mounted in an overlay
(overlays come in a variety of styles and colours). Combination packages available including second / parents’ albums and
framed prints.
No. of pages;

24

30

36

40

50

5”x4”

£490

£550

£595

N/A

N/A

7”x5”

£590

£620

£650

£680

N/A

8”x6”

£650

£700

£750

£800

£850

10”x8”

£790

£840

£875

£910

£990

Photobooks
A US letter sized album with images printed by inkjet directly onto the page. Several album colours available and page numbers range from 20-50. From 1 to 6 colour images per page. A cost effective alternative, but retaining the contemporary feel.
No coverage from home address (£75 extra).
No. of pages

20

£495
As “main” album;
As “parent’s” album*; £250

30

40

50

£550
£275

£595
£295

£650
£320

Images only on disk
Images photographed digitally and presented to you on disk as high resolution JPEG image files (NB disk is a DVD due to high resolution of images; please
ensure your computer has a DVD reader / drive). Alternatively the images can be converted into a slideshow for viewing on a TV’s DVD player. £450.
Combined photographic and video coverage
I work on my own so cannot do photos and video at the same time. However it IS possible for me to take breaks in filming to do photography during the day. So, for instance, if you wanted some formal photographs after the ceremony and maybe some at the reception
venue, these can be incorporated into any of the video packages (please refer to my separate video leaflet) for an additional £150. Photos will be supplied on disk or as a slideshow on the video DVD. If you would like an album of these photos, please refer to the “second /
parents’ album” prices in the photography packages prices. For video package prices, please refer to my separate video leaflet.

Paul Harness BSc (Hons LBIPP DipM
41 Pondfields Drive, Kippax, Leeds LS25 7HJ U.K. Telephone 0113 286 0909, mobile 07970 480396
Website; www.weddingpix.org Email; paul@weddingpix.org
VAT; all prices quoted include VAT at the current rate (which may be subject to change). VAT reg. no.; GB 856 5507 00
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